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QoS-Aware Resource Scheduling for Microservices:
A Multi-Model Collaborative Learning-based Approach
Abstract

scheduling more complicated and time-consuming. Figure 1
shows examples of such complex exploration space. Briefly,
unprecedented challenges are posed for resource scheduling
mechanisms [8,10,31,47,52].
Some prior studies [17,31,33,45] design clustering approaches
for allocating LLC or LLC together with main memory bandwidth among single-threaded applications. Yet, they are not
suitable for microservices, as microservices often have many
concurrent threads and strict QoS constraints. Moreover, these
studies rely on accurate performance models, which might
bring high scheduling overheads during run-time and incur
non-negligible porting efforts; and, designing a precise model
is still a challenging job [61]. Alternatively, the state-of-the-art
studies either use heuristic algorithms – increasing/decreasing
one resource at a time and observing the performance variations [10] or use learning-based algorithms (e.g., Bayesian optimization [46]) in a relatively straightforward manner. These
approaches cannot handle users’ diverse demands in a timely
fashion on modern devices with increasingly parallel computing units and complex memory hierarchies. For instance,
scheduling 5 co-located microservices to meet certain QoS
constraints, [10,46] can take more than 20 seconds on average,
which delays the specific critical tasks and causing significant financial losses as a result [1]. To our knowledge, no
prior studies can work ideally for microservices. Thus, our
community has been expecting new directions on developing
resource-scheduling mechanisms [16,30,31,45].
To this end, we design OSML, a novel machine learning
(ML) based resource scheduler for microservices on largescale servers. OSML abstracts resources and microservices’
run-time states as the inputs and employs multiple collaborative ML models to explore the scheduling exploration space.
Over the past decade, ML has achieved tremendous success in
improving speech recognition [54], benefiting image recognition [25], and helping the machine to beat the human champion
at Go [13,24,51]. To make better use of ML to enhance the
scheduler, we find 4 problems needed to be solved. (1) Lack of
a thorough understanding of the behaviors that microservices
typically exhibit, preventing from exactly customizing the ML
model functions. (2) Lack of accurate abstractions of ML
models for low-level fine-grain resource scheduling, making
the design of the overall scheduling mechanism difficult. (3)
Scarce training data, leading to inaccurate inference results
from ML models. (4) Lack of clarity in the design of software
stack hierarchy when ML is involved for scheduling, therefore
it is hard to design the interfaces and interactive control/data
flow with existing OS and hardware systems. In OSML, we
conquer these problems and make the following contributions.
(1) Investigation in RCliff for Multiple Resources. For microservices, we are the first conducting a study on resource
cliff (RCliff – reducing only a slight resource leads to a significant QoS slowdown) for both Core and Cache. We further
show that RCliff commonly exists in many widely used microservices. More importantly, we are the first to show the

Microservices have been dominating in the modern cloud
environment. To improve cost efficiency, multiple microservices are normally co-located on a server. Thus, the runtime resource scheduling becomes the pivot for QoS control.
However, the scheduling exploration space enlarges rapidly
with the increasing server resources (cores, cache, bandwidth,
etc.) and the diversity of microservices. Consequently, the
existing schedulers might not meet the rapid changes in service demands. Besides, we observe that there exist “resource
cliffs” in the scheduling space; they not only impact the exploration efficiency, making it difficult to converge to the optimal
scheduling solution, but also result in severe QoS fluctuation.
To overcome these problems, we propose a novel machine
learning-based scheduling mechanism called OSML. It uses
resources and run-time states as the inputs and employs two
MLP models and a reinforcement learning model (DQN) to
perform scheduling space exploration. Thus, OSML can reach
an optimal solution much faster than traditional approaches.
More importantly, it can automatically detect resource cliffs
and avoid them during exploration. To verify the effectiveness
of OSML and obtain a well-generalized model, we collect
a data set containing over 2-billion samples from 11 typical
microservices running on off-the-shelf servers over 11 months.
Experimental results show OSML supports higher loads (up to
60%) and meets QoS targets with 3.2~5.5⇥ scheduling speed
than state-of-the-art studies.

1 Introduction

As cloud computing enters a new era, cloud services are shifting from monolithic designs to microservices, which exist as
numbers of loosely coupled functions and work together to
serve the end-users [18,19,52,53]. Microservices have been
rapidly growing since 2018. Most cloud providers, including Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook, Google, and LinkedIn, have
deployed microservices for improving the scalability, functionality, and reliability of their cloud systems [2,3,18,52]. QoS
is a critical metric for microservices. In reality, end-users
keep increasing demands for quick responses from the cloud
[15,47,53]. According to Amazon’s estimation, even if the
end-users experience a 1-second delay, they tend to give up
the transactions, translating to $1.6 billion loss annually [1].
Microservices make QoS-driven resource scheduling even
more challenging. The cost efficiency policy drives providers
to co-locate as many applications as possible on a server.
These co-located microservices, however, exhibit different
behaviors across multiple interactive resources, such as CPU
cores, cache, bandwidth, main memory banks. These behaviors also can be drastically different from demand to demand
and change within the microsecond-level. Moreover, with the
increasing number of cores, more threads share and contend
for the shared LLC (last-level cache) and memory bandwidth.
Notably, these shared resources interact with each other. All
these issues enlarge the scheduling exploration space, making
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Table 1. Microservice details. The max load - max RPS - is with the
95th percentile tail latency QoS target [10,18,52].
Microservice

Domain

RPS (Requests Per Second)

Img-dnn
Masstree
Memcached
MongoDB
Moses
Nginx
Specjbb
Sphinx
Xapian
Login
Advertising

Image recognition
Key-value store
Key-value store
Persistent database
RT translation
Web server
Java middleware
Speech recognition
Online search
Login
Online renting ads

2000,3000,4000,5000,6000 (Max)
3000,3400,3800,4200,4600
256k,512k,768k,1024k,1280k
1000,3000,5000,7000,9000
2200,2400,2600,2800,3000
60k,120k,180k,240k,300k
7000,9000,11000,13000,15000
1,4,8,12,16
3600,4400,5200,6000,6800
300,600,900,1200,1500
10,100,1000

Table 2. Our platform specification vs. a server used 10 yrs. before.
Conf. / Servers

Our Platform
Intel

Server (10 Years Ago)

Xeon R CPU
CPU Model
Intel i7-860
E5-2697 v4
Logical Processor Cores 36 Cores (18 phy. cores) 8 Cores (4 phy. cores)
Processor Speed
2.3GHz
2.8GHz
Main Memory /
256GB, 2400MHz DDR4 / 8GB, 1600MHz DDR3 /
Channel / BW
4 Channels / 76.8GB/s
2 Channels / 25.6GB/s
Private L1 & L2
32KB and 256KB
32KB and 256KB
Cache Size
Shared L3 Cache Size
45MB - 20 ways
8MB - 16 ways
Disk
1TB,7200 RPM, HD
500GB, 5400 RPM, HD
NVIDIA GP104
GPU
N/A
[GTX 1080], 8GB Memory

prior schedulers can hardly avoid RCliff (described in Sec.
3.3), and use ML technologies to avoid RCliff.
(2) Using Collaborative ML Models for Optimal Scheduling. OSML is the first ML-based scheduler that simultaneously schedules multiple complicated interactive resources to
achieve the optimal allocations for co-located microservices’
QoS targets. OSML employs MLP models to avoid RCliff and
quickly deliver optimal solutions; to provide accurate scheduling solutions, OSML leverages an enhanced DQN to shepherd
the allocation and perform reallocation in the QoS violation
and resource over-provision cases. OSML avoids the QoS
slowdown often incurred by the RCliff in prior schedulers.
(3) Collecting 11 Months Traces for Popular Microservices.
To train ML models, we collect the performance traces for
widely deployed microservices (in Table 1), covering 77,509,740
cases that include more than 2-billion samples mainly in a productive environment for over 11 months. More importantly,
we make our training data set publicly available (Link), and
we believe our efforts can benefit our community.
(4) Real Implementation and Detailed Comparisons. We
implement OSML based on Linux kernel 4.19. OSML is designed as a co-worker of OS kernel located between the OS
and the user layer. Further, we conduct a comprehensive comparison between OSML and the state-of-the-art work [10,46].
We believe our explorations will inspire future designers.
In practice, OSML captures the microservices’ online behaviors and forwards them to the ML models running on CPU
or GPU, and schedules resources according to the feedbacks.
Compared with [10,46], OSML meets the QoS targets with
merely 1/3~1/5 scheduling actions and supports 10~60% of
higher loads. OSML and its ML models are with low run-time
overhead. We make OSML open source as planned.

2 Background

The cloud environment has a growing trend towards the microservice implementation model [3,18,52]. Modern cloud applications comprise numerous distributed microservices such
as key-value storing, database serving, access-control management and business applications serving [18,19]. Table
1 includes several typical microservices, which are widely
used and form a significant fraction of cloud applications [18].
These microservices are with different features and resource
demands. We study them in this article.
In terms of the datacenter servers, nearly a decade before, a
datacenter server could have an Intel i7-series CPU with 4/8
cores/threads, 8 MB LLC, and supports 12.8 GB/s memory
bandwidth per channel. At present, new servers can have
an increased number of cores, larger LLC capacity, larger
2
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main memory capacity, higher bandwidth, and the resource
scheduling exploration space becomes much larger than ever
before as a result. Table 2 compares the two typical servers
used at different times.
On the one hand, although modern servers can have more
cores and memory resources than ever before, they are not
fully exploited in today’s cloud environments. For instance,
in Google’s datacenter, the CPU utilization is about 45~53%
and memory utilization ranges from 25~77% during 25 days;
while Alibaba’s cluster exhibits a lower and unstable trend,
i.e., 18~40% for CPU and 42~60% for memory in 12 hours
[32,49], indicating that a large number of resources are wasted
every day and night.
On the other hand, the larger resource scheduling exploration space, which consists of more combinations of diverse resources, making the existing schedulers cannot quickly
achieve the optimal solution. Additionally, as microservices
can have dozens of concurrent threads [10,46], when several
of them are running on a specific server, they have to share
and contend resources across multiple resources layers – cores,
LLC, memory bandwidth, and banks (e.g., DRAM banks).
Previous studies show it may incur severe performance degradation and unpredictable QoS violation, and they propose
the scheduling mechanisms at hardware architecture, OS, and
user-level [9,10,23,31,37,38,44,45,50]. Yet, do the existing
schedulers serve microservices well?

3 Investigation into Resource Scheduling for
Microservices – Leveraging ML

To answer the above question, we study microservices that are
widely deployed as the key components in cloud environments.
The details of them are illustrated in Table 1.
3.1 Understanding the Microservices – Resource Cliff
We study how sensitive these microservices behave to the
critical resources, e.g., the number of cores and LLC capacity,
on a modern commercial platform (“our platform” in Table 2).
We show the results of 6 typical microservices.
For Moses, as illustrated in Figure 1-a, with the increasing
number of cores, more threads are mapped on them simultaneously. Meanwhile, for a specific amount of cores, more LLC
ways can benefit performance. Thus, we observe the response
latency is relatively low in the cases where computing and
LLC resources are ample (i.e., below 10ms for Moses in the
area with green color). The overall trends are observed from
other microservices.
However, we observe the Cliff phenomenon for these microservices. In Figure 1-a, Moses exhibits this phenomenon.
For instance, in the cases where 6 cores are allocated to Moses,

Figure 1. The resource scheduling exploration space for core and LLC ways. These figures show the sensitivity to resource allocation
under different policies. Each col./row represents a specific number of LLC ways/cores allocated to an application. Each cell denotes the
microservice’s response latency under the given number of cores and LLC ways. The Redline highlights the RCliff. The green color cells show
allocation policies that bring better performance (low response latency). OAA (Opt Allocation Area) is also illustrated for each microservice.
We test all of the microservices in Table 1. Due to the space problem, we only list several of them. As we don’t want the figures to look too
dense, we only have some typical data on them.

Figure 2. Sensitivity to RCliff under different RPS. We can see the RCliff is always existing, though the RPS varies. On average, RCliff
exhibits 8.80% variation (Moses is with maximum variation 15.0% and MongoDB is with minimum 2.77%).

the response latency is increased significantly from 34ms to
4644ms if merely one LLC way is reduced (i.e., from 10 ways
to 9 ways). Similar phenomena also happen in cases where
computing resources are reduced. For example, in the cases
where 13 ways are allocated, the response latency is sharply
increased from 13ms to 5662ms when we allocate 5 cores
instead of 6 cores. We denote this phenomenon as Resource
Cliff (RCliff). On the RCliff, as illustrated in Figure 1-a,
there would be a sharp performance slowdown if only one
core or one LLC way is deprived of. From another point of
view, RCliff means that a little bit more resources will bring
significant performance improvement. Figure 1-a shows that
Moses exhibits RCliff for both core and LLC.
Compared with Moses, Img-dnn mainly exhibits the RCliff
phenomenon for cores. In Figure 1-b, the response latency can
be reduced from 15,000ms to 56ms if 9 cores are allocated
instead of 8 cores. Meanwhile, for a specific number of cores,
allocating more LLC ways has much less impact than cores.
Additionally, though some of the microservices’ RCliffs do
not exhibit significant performance change, as Moses, Xapian
and Sphinx do (above 100⇥), we can also observe several
times variation around RCliff, e.g., MongoDB in Figure 1-f.
Is the RCliff always existing? We test these microservices
across different RPS in Table 1, and find the RCliff always
exists, though the RCliff may change according to different
RPS. Figure 2 illustrates the details. For Moses, with the

increasing of user demands, i.e., RPS ranges from 2.2K to 3K,
Moses’ RCliff shifts accordingly; and, Img-dnn’s RCliff line
shifts from 3-core to 11-core cases, when the RPS ranges from
2K to 6K. Xapian, Specjbb and Sphinx also show the trend.
RCliff should be considered when designing a scheduler.
RCliff alerts the scheduler not to allocate resources close to
it, because it is “dangerous to fall off the cliff” and incurs a
significant performance slowdown as a result, i.e., even a little
bit resource reduction may incur severe slowdown. Notably,
in Figure 1, we highlight each microservice’s Optimal Allocation Area (OAA) in the scheduling exploration space,
which indicates the ideal number of allocated cores and
LLC ways that can bring optimal performance. OAA is
the goal that schedulers should achieve; but RCliff is something that needs to avoid.
3.2 Is OAA Sensitive to the Number of Threads?
In practice, an arbitrary number of threads might be started for
a microservice, as people may intuitively assume that more
threads can bring a higher performance. For instance, people
may start 20 threads when Moses is launched and regardless of
only 8 cores are available. Here, we come up to the question:
is the OAA sensitive to the number of threads, i.e., if someone
starts more threads, will the OAA change?
To further study this problem, for a specific microservice,
we start a different number of threads and map them across a
different number of cores (the num. of threads can be larger
3

Figure 3. OAA exists regardless of the num. of concurrent threads. Due to the space problem, we only show some of the cases.

than the num. of cores). Through the experiments, we observe
two things. (1) More threads do not necessarily bring more
benefits. Take Moses as an example, 8 threads mapped to
8 cores can be the ideal solution with low response latency
(in the OAA); however, when more threads are started (e.g.,
20/28/36), the overall response latency can be higher (as illustrated in Figure 3). The underlying reason lies in more
memory contentions at memory hierarchy and more context
switch overheads, thus leading to a higher response latency
[20,36]. (2) The OAA is not sensitive to the number of concurrent threads. Illustrated in Figure 3, although the overall
latency becomes higher with the increasing number of threads,
the OAA doesn’t change obviously. For Moses in Figure 3,
even if 20/28/36 threads are mapped to 10~25 cores, around
8/9-core cases always perform ideally. Other applications also
show a similar phenomenon, though the OAA differs from
each other.
As LLC is always a scare resource, the scheduler should
allocate it carefully. Figure 3 shows the LLC allocations in
microservices’ OAAs. In practice, if the QoS for a specific
microservice is satisfied, e.g., below 10ms latency for Moses,
LLC ways should be allocated as less as possible (e.g., assigning 11 ways is more cost-effective than allocating 12 or
13 ways), saving LLC space for other applications. We also
try to allocate fewer cores to meet the QoS target for saving
computing resources. Here, we conclude that the OAA always
exists, and it is not sensitive to the number of threads. And, we
meet another question: how do the existing schedulers perform
in front of OAA and RCliff?
3.3 Is It Necessary to Design a New ML-based Scheduler?
Through our study, we find the existing schedulers often have
three shortcomings when meet OAA and RCliff. (1) Entangling with RCliff. As many schedulers often employ heuristic
algorithms, i.e., they increase/reduce resources until the monitor alerts that the system performance is suffering a significant
change (e.g., a severe slowdown), these approaches could
incur an unpredictable latency spiking. For example, if the
current resource allocation for a microservice is in the base
of RCliff (i.e., the base area is with yellow color in Figure
1-a), the scheduler has to try to achieve OAA. However, as
the scheduler doesn’t know the “location” of OAA, it has to
increase resources step by step in a fine-grain way, thus the
entire scheduling process from the base of the RCliff will incur very high response latency. For another example, if the
current resource allocation is on the RCliff or close to RCliff,
a slight resource reduction for any purpose could cause a se-

Figure 4. A case for heuristic scheduling approach.

vere performance slowdown, incurring a sudden and sharp
performance drop for microservices. The previous efforts
[10,32,50,53] find there would be about hundreds/thousands
of times latency jitter, indicating the QoS cannot be guaranteed
during these periods. (2) Failing to simultaneously schedule a combination of multiple interactive resources – core
counts, LLC ways and bandwidth usage – to achieve OAA
in low overhead. Prior studies [10,31,32,45] show that the
core computing ability, cache hierarchy, and memory bandwidth are interactive factors for resource scheduling. Solely
considering a single dimension often leads to sub-optimal QoS.
However, existing schedulers using heuristic or model-based
algorithms are usually with high overheads on handling the
complexity. For example, the state-of-the-art work [10] brings
around 20~30 seconds on average (up to 60 seconds in the
worst cases) to find ideal allocations when 3~6 microservices
are co-running together. [16,41,42] also show the heuristics
inefficiency due to the high overheads on scheduling various
resources with complex configurations. (3) QoS prediction is
often inaccurate. Therefore, the scheduler can hardly balance
the global QoS and resource allocations across all applications,
leading to QoS violations or resource over-provision. For
example, we find the previous scheduler [10] (without an accurate QoS predictor) misses 29.6% opportunities to support
higher RPS in the case where Img-dnn, Moses and Xapian are
co-located.
We conduct experiments to show the issues. We use a similar idea with the same configuration in [10], which increases/
decreases one-dimension resource at a time by a fine-grain
"trial-and-error" way. The baseline is the optimal case in which
microservice solely runs on our platform with all available
resources. Figure 4 shows the QoS for 3 microservices (normalized to baseline). As illustrated, the scheduling process
incurs a high and unpredictable response latency (e.g., about
500~800⇥ latency at time point 30 for Img-dnn and Xapian;
at time point 60 for Moses), and taking an extended period
(~100 seconds) to achieve a better solution at time point 108
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Table 3. The input parameters for ML models (MDL).

Feature

Description

Input for MDL

IPC
Cache Misses
MBL
CPU Usage
Memory Util
Virt. Memory
Res. Memory
LLC Occupied
Allocated Core
Allocated Cache
Core Frequency
QoS Slowdown
Target Core
Target Cache
Cores used by N.
Cache used by N.
MBL used by N.
Resp. Latency

Instructions per clock
LLC misses per second
Local memory bandwidth
The sum of each core’s utilization
The memory footprint of an app
Virtual memory in use by an app
Resident memory in use by an app
LLC footprint of an app
The number of allocated cores
The number of allocated LLC ways
Core Frequency in run time
Percentage of QoS slowdown
Expected cores after deprivation
Expected cache ways after deprivation
Cores used by Neighbors
Cache ways used by Neighbors
Memory BW used by Neighbors
Average latency of a microservice

A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’
A/A’/B/B’
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
A/A’/B/B’/C
B
B’
B’
A’/B/B’
A’/B/B’
A’/B/B’
C

Figure 5.Model-A data collection. Figure 6. Model-B training.

the RCliff. Model-A has a shadow – A’, which has the same
MLP structure and 14 input parameters (Table 3), providing
solutions when multiple microservices are running together.
In practice, OAA is slightly away from the RCliff (Figure 1)
to avoid a significant QoS slowdown when some of a microservice’s resources are shared or deprived of. For example, if a
microservice needs at least 3 cores and 6 MB LLC capacity to
meet its QoS (i.e., on the edge of RCliff), the OAA has 5 cores
and 8 MB LLC capacity. OAA alerts the OS scheduler not to
blindly allocate cores, LLC ways, and local bandwidth for any
microservices, thus reducing the memory interferences among
them in co-location cases. Model-A provides outputs within
1~2 seconds by default.
Model-A Training. Collecting training data is an expensive job. To cover the common cases, we have collected
the performance traces including the parameters in Table 3
for the microservices in Table 1 for over 11 months. The
parameters are normalized into [0,1] according to the function: Normalized_Feature = (Feature Min)/(Max Min),
in which Feature is the original value, and the Max and Min
are predefined according to different metrics. The details are
as below.
For each microservice with a specific RPS demand (e.g.,
RPS-2200 for Moses), we first launch 36 threads and map
them across 36 cores, 35 cores, 34 cores and so on until 1 core,
respectively; for each threads-cores mapping case, we allocate
LLC with different ways ranging from 1 to 20 (maximum)
and we collect the performance traces accordingly. Next, we
launch 35 threads for the microservice and map them to 36~1
core with LLC allocations from 1~20 ways, and collect the performance traces. Similarly, we conduct the mapping and trace
collecting for a number of threads from 34 to 1, respectively.
In summary, for each microservice with every common RPS
demand, we sweep 36 threads to 1 thread across LLC allocation policies ranging from 1 to 20 ways and map the threads
on a certain number of cores and collect the performance trace
data accordingly. In each case, we label the corresponding
OAA, RCliff and OAA bandwidth. For example, Figure 5
shows a data collection case where 8 threads are mapped onto
7 cores with 4 LLC ways. We feed the microservices with
diverse RPS (Table 2), covering most of the common cases.
Moreover, for A’, we randomly map microservices on the rest
resources in the above process; then, we get the traces for
co-locating cases.
Finally, we collect 173,491,200 data tuples, covering 1,430,160
allocation cases with different numbers of cores, LLC ways,
and bandwidth allocations. A large amount of traces leads to
higher accuracy for ML models. In fact, the workload characteristics are converted to comprehensive traces consisted
of diverse hardware parameters; they are used for fitting and
training MLP to provide accurate predictions.
Model-A Function. Model-A uses the function ReLU
(Rectified Linear Unit), i.e., f(x) = max(0, x), as the activation

finally. We observe that the scheduler keeps trying to identify the “optimal” allocation by striving to reduce/increase
core/cache ways for each application during the scheduling
because it is not aware of RCliff and OAA in the scheduling
space. This design quickly “falls off the cliff,” (e.g., from time
point 42 for Moses), incurring a high response latency that is
hard to be recovered in a subsequent short period.
Toward this end, we claim it is time to design a new resource
scheduling approach for microservices. Though the OS is
arguably responsible for scheduling, we have the insight that
ML is the potential to offer an optimized resource scheduling
solution and with the nature of handling such complicated
cases in considerable low overhead.

4 The Art of Using ML for Scheduling

The overview. We use machine learning (ML) to build a new
resource scheduler - OSML. Our work differs from previous
studies that use ML in the following ways. (1) We design three
small ML models – Model-A/B/C – work collaboratively to
perform scheduling. Model-A predicts the Optimal Allocation Area (OAA) and the RCliff for a specific microservice.
Model-B shepherds the OAA by trading the QoS and allocated resources. Model-C is an online learning model that
dynamically handles the cases where misprediction occurs, environment changes, and other unpredictable situations happen.
(2) To train these models, we collaborate with a B2C company
(i.e., Alibaba) and obtain the traces from multiple real-world
applications (after warm-up). Additionally, we also simulated
the behaviors of these real-world applications by deploying
the microservices with diverse, commonly used RPS in Table 1
on our lab machines to generate more test traces. More details
refer to the following contents.
4.1 Model-A: Aiming OAA
Model-A Description. The neural network used in ModelA is a 3-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP); each layer is a
set of nonlinear functions of a weighted sum of all outputs
that are fully connected from the prior one [21,24]. There
are 40 neurons in each hidden layer. There is a dropout layer
with a loss rate of 30% behind each fully connected layer to
prevent overfitting. For each microservice, the inputs of the
MLP include 11 items in Table 3 and the outputs include the
OAA, OAA bandwidth (bandwidth requirement in OAA), and
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function. It is efficient and effective, especially for backpropagation. The loss function employs Mean Square Error, and the
gradient update is Adam Optimizer.
4.2 Model-B: Balancing QoS and Resources Allocations
Model-B Description. Model-B employs an MLP with the
same structure in Model-A’; its inputs contain the same parameters. Besides, Model-B has one more input item, i.e.,
QoS slowdown. Model-B outputs the policies that, with the
acceptable QoS slowdown (controlled by OSML), how many
resources can be deprived of from a specific microservice.
As the computing units and memory resource can be fungible [10], Model-B’s output includes 3 policies, i.e., <cores,
LLC ways>, <cores dominated, LLC ways> and <cores, LLC
ways dominated>, respectively. The items in the tuple are
the number of cores and LLC ways that can be deprived and
reallocated to others with the acceptable QoS slowdown. The
term “cores dominated” indicates the policy using more cores
to trade the LLC ways, and vice versa. The acceptable QoS
slowdown is determined according to the user requirement
or the microservices’ priority and controlled by the OSML’s
central logic. We denote Model-B’s outputs as B-Points.
Model-B works as a complementary of Model-A, trading
QoS for resources. It infers the least amount of resources
that would be deprived of from a microservice with a specific
QoS slowdown. For example, when a microservice (called
E) comes to a server that already has 4 co-located microservices, OSML enables Model-A to obtain <n+, m+>, which
denotes at least n more cores and m more LLC ways should
be provided to meet E’s QoS. Then, OSML enables Model-B
with predefined QoS slowdown as an input to infer B-Points
for each running microservice, which includes the “can be deprived” resources with the allowable QoS slowdown. Finally,
OSML tries to match <n+, m+> with B-Points and find the
best solution, which should have a minimal impact on current allocation status for the existing applications. Moreover,
OSML will return failure to the upper-level scheduler if it fails
to find an acceptable solution. Detailed logic is in Algo._1.
Besides Model-B, we also design Model-B’ (a shadow of
Model-B) for predicting how much QoS slowdown will suffer
if a certain amount of resources is deprived of from a specific
microservice. The NN structure of Model-B’ is similar to
Model-B’s.
Model-B Training. For training Model-B and B’, we reduce the allocated resources for a specific microservice from
its OAA by fine-grain approaches, as illustrated in Figure 6.
The reduction has three angles, i.e., horizontal, oblique, and
vertical, i.e., B-Points include <cores dominated, LLC ways>,
<cores, LLC ways>, <cores, LLC ways dominated>, respectively. For each fine-grain resource reduction step, we collect
the corresponding QoS slowdowns and then label them as less
equal to () 5%, 10%, 15%, and so on, respectively. Examples
are illustrated in Figure 6, which shows the B-Points with the
corresponding QoS slowdown. We collect the training data
set for every microservice in Table 1. The data set contain
463,917,600 data, covering 7,650,780 cases.
Model-B Function. We design a new loss function:
L=

✓
1 n
yt
Â yt + c ⇥ (st
n t=1

yt )

◆2

Figure 7. Model-C in a nutshell.

infinitely close to zero. We multiply the difference between
t
st and yt by yty+c
for avoiding adjusting the weights during
t
backpropagation in the cases where yt = 0 and yty+c
= 0 caused
by some non-existent cases (we label the non-existent cases as
0, i.e., yt = 0, indicating we don’t find a resource-QoS trading
policy in the data collection process). This function can be
seen as a modified MSE.
4.3 Model-C: Handling the Changes On the Fly
Model-C Description. Model-C corrects the inappropriate
resource allocations (e.g., resource under/over-provision) and
collects data for online training. Figure 7 shows the ModelC in a nutshell. The critical component in Model-C is an
enhanced Deep Q-Network (DQN) [43], which is devised according to our new requirements. Model-C consists of two
neural networks, i.e., Policy Network and Target Network. The
Policy Network is a 3-layer MLP that includes 3 hidden layers
(each layer has 30 neurons). The structure of Target Network is
identical to the Policy Network. Policy Network’s inputs consist of the parameters in Table 3, and the outputs are resource
scheduling actions (e.g., reducing/increasing a specific number
of cores or LLC ways) and the corresponding expectations (defined as Q(action)). These actions numbered 0~48 are defined
as Action_Function:{< m, n > |m 2 [ 3, 3], n 2 [ 3, 3]}, in
which a positive m denotes allocating m more cores (i.e., add
operation) for an application and a negative m means depriving
it of m cores (i.e., sub operation); n indicates the actions on
LLC ways. Figure 7 illustrates Model-C’s logic. The scheduling action with the maximum expectation value (i.e., the action
towards the best solution) will be selected in ¨ and executed
in ≠. In Æ, Model-C will get the Reward value according to
the Reward Function. Then, the tuple <Status, Action, Reward,
Status’> will be saved in the Experience Pool in Ø, which will
be used during online training. The terms Status and Status’
denote system’s status described by the parameters in Table 3
before and after the Action is taken. Model-C can quickly have
the ideal solutions in practice (about 2 or 3 actions). Please
note that in ¨, Model-C might randomly select an Action
instead of the best Action with a 5% chance. By doing so,
OSML can avoid falling into a local optimum [43].
Model-C’s Reward Function. The reward function of
Model-C is defined as follow:
If Latencyt 1 > Latencyt :
Rt = log(Latencyt 1 Latencyt ) (DCoreNum + DCacheWay)
If Latencyt 1 < Latencyt :
Rt = log(Latencyt Latencyt 1 ) (DCoreNum + DCacheWay)
If Latencyt 1 = Latencyt :
Rt = (DCoreNum + DCacheWay),

,

where Latencyt 1 and Latencyt denotes the latency in previous
and current status, respectively; DCoreNum and DCacheWay

in which st is the prediction output value of Model-B, yt is
the labeled value in practice, and ’c’ is a constant that is
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Table 4. The Summary of ML models in OSML.
ML
A
A’
B
B’
C

Model Features

Model
Size

MLP
MLP
MLP
MLP
DQN

144 KB Mean Square
155 KB Error (MSE)
Adam
110 KB Modified MSE Optimizer
106 KB
MSE
141 KB Modified MSE RMSProp

11
14
15
16
10

Loss Function

Gradient Activation
Descent Function

ReLU

Figure 8. The overview of OSML.

achieve an accurate prediction with low overhead. As a supervised ML algorithm, MLP can satisfy both of our requirements.
We also want to predict future actions based on history and online information, so we use DQN because of its high accuracy,
high efficiency, and low complexity. MLP and DQN are the
ideal choices for resource scheduling with OS. More evaluations are in Sec. 6.4. (2) Why do our models work? These
models are trained using extensive performance traces that reflect the correlations between the computing units and memory
hierarchy across diverse typical workloads. Model-A and B
are carefully tuned, and the training data sets continue to grow
for more platforms, configurations, and workloads. Model-C
is a dynamic model, which collects the run-time information
for online training, correcting the misprediction caused by
Model-A/B while enhancing itself through online learning. (3)
Why do we need the three models? Why don’t use ModelC directly? Model-C’s actions are based on Model-A/B’s
outputs. With Model-A and B, Model-C can try to have the
solutions from the predicted OAA, saving time on exploring
the scheduling space. In practice, Model-C only needs some
small calibrations to achieve the ideal results, outperforming
the heuristic-based approaches. (4) Generalization. For better generalization performance, (i) we follow the rule “leave
one subject out”, i.e., the training data sets don’t include the
testing one for each microservice; (ii) we try to collect traces
for the popular workloads as many as possible on off-the-shelf
servers. Table 5 summarizes these models’ performance.

represent the change of the number of cores and LLC ways,
respectively. This function gives the Action leading to less
resource usage and lower latency the higher rewards and expectations. Thus, Model-C can guide to allocate appropriate
resources in any case. Algo._2 and 3 show the OSML’s logic
on using Model-C in detail.
Offline Training. A training data tuple includes Status,
Status’, Action and Reward, which denote the current status
of a microservice, the status after these actions are conducted
(e.g., reduce several cores or allocate more LLC ways) and the
reward calculated using the above functions, respectively.
To create the training data set for Model-C, we resort to the
data set used in Model-A training. The process is as follows.
Generally, 2 tuples in Model-A training data set are selected
to denote Status and Status’, and we further get the differences
of the resource allocations between the two status (i.e., the
actions that are responsible for the status shifting). Then, we
use the reward function to have the reward accordingly. These
4 values form a specific tuple in Model-C training data set. In
practice, as there are a large number of data tuples in Model-A
training data set, it is impossible to try every pair of tuples in
the data set, we only select two tuples from resource allocation
policies that have less than or equal to 3 cores, or 3 LLC ways
differences. For example, we use 2 data tuples that one is from
<3 cores, 4 LLC ways> allocation while another is from <5
cores, 4 LLC ways> allocation, implying the actions that 2
more cores are allocated or reduced. Moreover, we also collect
the training data in the cases where LLC sharing occurs among
different microservices and save them in the Experience Pool.
Using them, Model-C can have the first step knowledge on
selecting actions in resource sharing cases, and avoid the stuck
instances in practice. To sum up, we have 1,710,726,000 tuples
in Model-C training data set.
Online Training. Model-C supports online training. The
overall workflow is shown in the right part of Figure 7. ModelC randomly selects some data tuples (200 by default) from
the Experience Pool. Then, for each tuple, Model-C uses the
Policy Network to get the Action’s expectation value (i.e.,
Q(Action) [43]) with the Status. Model-C uses the Target
Network to have the expectation values of Status’ across the
actions in Action_Function and then finds the max one, i.e.,
Max(Q(Action0 )). Illustrated in Figure 7, we design a new
Loss Function based on MSE: (Reward+gMax(Q(Action0 ))
Q(Action))2 . It indicates whether OSML can have an optimal
scheduling solution by taking this Action. The Policy and
Target Network will be updated according to the online training results. With updating, Model-C provides more accurate
predictions for future actions, even for unpredictable cases.
4.4 Discussions
Table 4 summarizes ML models. We show several of our
considerations here. (1) ML model selection. We want to
leverage our large-scale training traces captured in reality to

5 OSML: System Design

In this section, we show the design details for OSML. As
illustrated in Figure 8, OSML’s central logic controls the workflow of ML models. The online profiling module collects the
run-time parameters for microservices. OSML leverages OS
interfaces to schedule hardware resources.
5.1 The Central Control Logic
The central controller has the overall responsibility to coordinate the ML models, manage the data/control flow and report
the scheduling results to upper scheduler. Figure 9 shows its
whole control logic. More details are as follow.
Allocating Resources for Microservices. Algo._1 shows
how OSML uses Model-A and B in practice. Figure 9 also
highlights its critical operations. For a new coming microservice, the central controller calls Model-A via the interface
modelA_oaa_rcliff() to get the OAA and RCliff. If the current
idle resources are not sufficient to meet the new microservice, OSML will enable Model-B through the interface modelB_trade_qos_res() to deprive some resources of other microservices with the acceptable QoS slowdown (controlled by
upper-level scheduler), and then allocate them to the new one.
In the depriving process for a specific microservice, OSML
reduces its allocated resources and gets close to the RCliff,
but it will not easily fall off RCliff unless expressly permitted
(refer to Algo._4).
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Algorithm 2: handling the cases in which resources are
insufficient (under-provision).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Figure 9. OSML’s central logic.

Algorithm 3: handling allocation cases where resources are
over-provision.

Algorithm 1: using ML to have OPT resources allocations.
In practice, only one policy in OAA will be selected.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

for each allocated microservice do
if its QoS is not satisfied then // Higher latency
Forward the current running status parameters to Model-C;
Model-C selects a specific action in the Action_Fun;
Return Model-C’s output (<cores+, LLC ways+>) to
OSML’s central controller;
if <cores+, LLC ways+> can be satisfied within current
idle resources then
OSML allocates, and GOTO Line 2;
else
Call Algorithm_4. // Share resources w/ others?
end
end
end

1

For a new coming microservice, map it on the idle resources and
capture its run-time parameters in Table 3 for 2 seconds (default);
Forward these parameters as inputs to Model-A (A’ when several
microservices are co-located);
Model-A outputs: (1) OAA to meet the target QoS; (2) OAA bw (3)
RCliff in current environment;
if idle resources are sufficient to meet OAA then
Allocate resources with a specific solution in OAA;
end
if idle resources are not enough then // Enabling Model-B
Calculate the difference between the idle resources and its’ OAA,
i.e., <+cores, +LLC ways> // required resource to meet its QoS;
Calculate the difference between the idle resources and RCliff,
i.e., <+cores’, +LLC ways’> // should be used carefully;
for each previously running microservice do
if the one can tolerate a certain QoS slowdown then
Use Model-B to infer the B-Points with the acceptable
QoS slowdown;
Model-B outputs the B-Points, i.e., <cores, LLC
ways>, <cores dominated, LLC ways>, and etc.;
end
end
Record each microservice’s B-Points with the QoS slowdown;
Find the best-fit solution to meet OAA/RCliff according to
B-Points with at most 3 apps involved // The less the better;
if the solution could meet OAA or RCliff then
Adjust allocations according to OAA (RCliff is alternative);
else
The microservice cannot be located on this server without
sharing resources;
end
end // Enabling Model-B
Report results to upper scheduler, call Algo._4 for sharing if needed.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

for each allocated microservice do
// Over-provision;
if QoS increases ^ Instructions/second decreases then
Forward current run-time status parameters to Model-C;
Model-C selects a specific action accordingly;
Return Model-C’s output (<cores-, LLC ways->) to
OSML’s central controller;
OSML reduces the resources accordingly;
if its QoS is not satisfied now then
OSML withdraws the actions. // Rollback
end
end
end

Algorithm 4: handling resources sharing among applications.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

// OSML tries to allocate resources cross over RCiff;
Obtain how many resources a microservice needs, i.e., <+cores,
+LLC ways>, from the neighbors to meet its QoS using Model-A;
for each potential neighbor App do
Create sharing policies, i.e.,
{< u, v > |8u  (+cores) ^ 8v  (+LLC ways); u, v 0};
Use Model-B’ to predict the neighbor’s QoS slowdown
according to {< u, v >};
end
if the neighbors’ QoS slowdown can be accepted by OSML then
OSML conducts the allocation;
else
OSML migrate the microservice to another node.
end

Moreover, Algo._4 will enable resource sharing, if all of the
co-located microservices are close to their RCliff and the upper
scheduler still wants to increase loads on this server. Model-A
and B work cooperatively to accomplish this goal in Algo._4.
(i) Model-A infers how many resources are required by the new
microservice in addition to its currently allocated resources.
(ii) Then, Model-B is enabled to predict the QoS slowdown
for the microservices that will be involved, if the required
resources are shared with them. In practice, to minimize the
adverse effects, at most 3 microservices will be included to
share their resources. Using Model-A and B, OSML can
neatly handle the complicated resource sharing cases without
significant scheduling overheads. Note that Algo._4 might
incur the resource sharing over the RCliff, and thus may bring
higher response latency for one or more microservices. OSML
will report the potential QoS slowdown to the upper scheduler
and ask for the decisions. If the slowdown is not allowed, the

Dynamic Adjusting. OSML has the capability of handling
the cases where (i) environments/user demands change, leading to Model-A/B inaccurate; (ii) misprediction happens; (iii)
resource sharing is allowed for co-locating more loads.
Figure 9 demonstrates the dynamic adjusting process in
Algo._2 and 3, in which Model-C works as a dominant role.
In the run time, OSML monitors each microservice’s QoS
status for every second. If the QoS violation is detected, the
central controller will enable Algo._2 and call Model-C to
allocate more resources to achieve the ideal QoS. The interface is modelC_upsize(). If OSML finds a microservice
is over-provision (i.e., wasting resources), Algo._3 will be
used to reclaim them, and Model-C will be called via modelC_downsize(). The outputs are <core+, LLC way+> and
<core-, LLC way->, respectively.
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corresponding actions will not be carried on.
5.2 Monitor Parameters and the Design Considerations
OSML interacts with upper scheduler or clients to obtain the
latency of all requests and checks whether they have met
their QoS targets. OSML monitors the run-time parameters
for each co-located microservice using performance counters
for every second (default). If the observation period is too
short, other factors, e.g., cache data evicted from the cache
hierarchy, context switch, may interfere with the sampling
results. Moreover, we find the OSML indeed performs well
with other interval settings and allows the flexibility to be
configured as needed (e.g., 1.5 or 2 seconds).
Bandwidth Scheduling. OSML partitions the overall bandwidth for each co-located microservice according to the ratio
BWj / Â BWi . BWj is a microservice’s OAA bandwidth requirement, which is obtained from the Model-A. Note that
such scheduling requires CPU to have MBA support [4,5].
5.3 Implementation
We design OSML that works cooperatively with OS (Figure
8). As the kernel space lacks the support of ML libraries,
OSML lies in the user space that exchanges information with
OS kernel. OSML is implemented using python and C. It
employs Intel CAT technology [4] to control the cache way
allocations, and it supports dynamically adjusting. OSML uses
Linux’s taskset and Intel MBA [5] to allocate specific cores
and bandwidth to a microservice. OSML captures the online
performance parameters by using the pqos tool [4] and PMU
[5]. The ML models are based on TensorFlow [6] with the
version 1.13.0-rc0, and can be run on either CPU or GPU.

Figure 10. The performance distributions for OSML, PARTIES, and
CLITE; 197 different loads are tested for every scheduler.

result for a specific workload that contains several co-located
microservices with diverse RPS. The x-axis shows the number
of scheduling actions; the y-axis denotes the achieved EMU
using these actions. On average, OSML uses 8.1 actions to
deliver similar or higher EMU, compared with PARTIES and
CLITE, who use 26.2 and 44.6 actions, respectively. OSML
performs stably – the number of actions ranges from 3 (best
case) to 24 (worst case), indicating it handles diverse cases
efficiently. In contrast, the actions in PARTIES range from 4
to 288, and CLITE is from 4 to 302, indicating they can incur
higher scheduling overheads because more scheduling actions
are conducted in many cases.
Figure 11-a, b, and c show how OSML and [10,46] schedule
for case A in Figure 10, which includes Masstree, Specjbb,
Xapian, and MongoDB with 30%, 30%, 90% and 50% of their
maximum loads, respectively. Figure 11 highlights actions
using solid red lines to represent increasing resources and blue
dotted lines to denote reducing resources. The schedulers
(OSML and [10,46]) enable scheduling actions for every second. Figure 11-a shows [10] takes 11 actions for scheduling
cores and 8 actions for cache ways. [46] relies on the sampling
points in scheduling exploration space; more points indicate
a better scheduling solution. Figure 11-b shows [46] repeats
scheduling and sampling until it meets the QoS targets. CLITE
performs 21 scheduling actions; all of them involve both cache
and cores for all of the applications. It will take 0.021s to
enable CAT configuration each time, plus context switch and
cache line eviction overheads, therefore the scheduling overheads are high. For case A, OSML achieves OAA for each
microservice with only 4 actions (Figure 11-c). Apparently,
[10] schedules multiple resources one by one and step by step;
[46] blindly enables many scheduling actions without clear
targets; OSML is the best, which has clear aims and schedules
multiple resources simultaneously to achieve them.
Moreover, as the scheduling is fast, OSML often supports
more loads than [10,46] during a specific period. Figure 12
shows the OSML’s results on scheduling 4 microservices –
Masstree, Specjbb, Xapian, and MongoDB (with 50% of maximum load – RPS-5000 – in the background). For a specific
scheduling phase, by using ML to achieve OAA, OSML supports 10~40% higher percentage of loads in 17~36% cases
than [10,46] (e.g., highlighted cells in Figure 12-d). Figure
12-c shows that PARTIES outperforms CLITE in 19% cases;
CLITE outperforms PARTIES in 7% cases. All schedulers
perform better than the Unmanaged (the baseline in Figure
12-a), as they reduce the resource contentions.
(2) Compared with [10,46], OSML uses fewer resources to
support identical loads to meet the QoS targets. As illustrated
in Figure 11-a, [10] partitions the LLC ways and cores equally
for each microservice at the beginning; once it meets the

6 Evaluations
6.1 Methodology
We evaluate OSML on our platform in Table 2. The metrics
include the QoS, which is measured by the response latency,
and EMU denoted as the max aggregated load of all co-located
microservices [10] – higher is better.
6.2 OSML Effectiveness
We compare OSML with the following competing approaches:
PARTIES [10]. It is the state-of-the-art work, which makes
incremental adjustments in one-dimension resource at a time
until QoS is satisfied – "trial and error" – for all of the applications. The core mechanism in [10] is like an FSM [60].
CLITE [46]. It conducts various allocation policies (20 in
[46]) and samples each of them; it then feeds the sampling
results – the QoS and run-time parameters for resources – to a
Bayesian optimizer to predict the next scheduling policy. We
implement [10,46] in our work.
Unmanaged Allocation (baseline). This policy doesn’t control the allocation policies on cores, LLC, and other shared
resources for co-located microservices. This policy relies on
the original OS schedulers.
ORACLE. We obtain these results by exhaustive offline sampling and find the best allocation policy. It indicates the ceiling
that the schedulers try to achieve.
We show the effectiveness of OSML as follow.
(1) Using Model-A/B/C, OSML achieves OAA quickly,
and responses timely when the workloads’ demands change.
Figure 10 shows the distributions of the scheduling results
for 591 (197*3) cases. Every dot represents a scheduling
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Figure 11. Resource usage comparisons for OSML, PARTIES, and CLITE.

Figure 13. Highlighted actions in scheduling space.

Figure 12. Co-location of Masstree, Specjbb, Xapian and MongoDB. The heatmap values are the percentage of third microservice’s (i.e.,
Xapian) achieved max load without QoS violations in these cases. The x- and y-axis denote the first and second app’s fraction of their max
loads (with QoS target), respectively. Cross means QoS target cannot be met.

QoS target (using 19 actions), it stops. Thus, [10] drops the
opportunities to explore alternative better solutions (i.e., using
fewer cores or cache ways to meet identical QoS targets).
[10] allocates all cores and LLC ways finally. [46] also uses
all cores and cache ways shown in Figure 11-b. In contrast,
Figure 11-c shows that using Model-A, OSML achieves each
microservice’s OAA (the optimal solution) only after 4 actions,
saving 10 cores and 1 LLC way finally. As OSML is designed
for microservices that are executed for a long period, saving
resources means saving more banquets for cloud providers.
(3) Using ML models, OSML quickly provides solutions
for sharing some cores and LLC ways among microservices,
therefore supporting higher loads. But, [10,46] don’t support resource sharing in the original design. Using Algo._4,
OSML lists some potential resource sharing solutions, and
then enables Model-B’ to predict the QoS slowdown for each
case. The sharing solution with a relatively lower QoS slowdown is selected. More details refer to Figure 9. Figure 11-d
shows how OSML shares resources for the highlighted case
B in Figure 10 and 12-e. OSML enables Model-C to add
resources for Xapian in Algo._2 and uses Algo._4 to share
2 LLC ways with MongoDB (the best solution). Finally, the
QoS is met, and OSML supports 10% higher loads for Xapian
in case B. Figure 12-e further highlights the cases supporting
higher loads by using resource sharing in OSML, outperforming [10,46] by 10~60%, and even OSML without resource
sharing by 10~50%, respectively. OSML is close to ORACLE
in Figure 12-f; exhibits identical performance in 79% case. If
not OSML, however, the “trial and error” approach has to try
to share core/cache way in a fine-grain among applications,
and then observes the real-time latency for making a further
decision, inevitably incurring higher scheduling overheads and
bringing sharp QoS slowdown if falling off the RCliff.
(4) OSML enables Model-C when resource under/overprovision, QoS violations and other cases happen. In our
experiments, after Model-A/B, Model-C adjusts multiple resources simultaneously, and usually accomplishes its job with
2 or 3 actions for each microservice, rather than exploring
in the scheduling space for coordinating multiple resources
step by step. In contrast, to handle QoS violations caused
by resource under-provision, [10] and [46] use 8.7 and 6 actions, on average, respectively; to tackle over-provision, [10]

Figure 14. OSML’s performance in reality with varying loads.

uses 6 actions and [46] uses 12.3 actions, on average. OSML
performs better than them.
6.3 Performance for Fluctuating load
We evaluate OSML employing dynamical changing loads.
Each microservice’s QoS is normalized to the solely running
case. As illustrated in Figure 14, in the beginning, Moses
with 50% of max load arrives; then Img-dnn and Xapian with
40% of max load arrive. We observe their response latency
increases caused by the resource contentions among them.
PARTIES’ “trial and error” approach takes 61 seconds to aid
the QoS violations. CLITE performs similarly, as it has to sample in as many scheduling solutions as possible for accuracy,
and feed them into Bayesian optimizer. In contrast, OSML
quickly provides the ideal scheduling solutions to meet QoS
10

targets with less than 10 seconds for all of the microservices.
Figure 14-e and f illustrate OSML’s scheduling actions for
achieving ideal solutions. In short, within only a few scheduling actions (about 1/5 of PARTIES) that schedule multiple
resources, OSML meets the QoS targets.
For RCliff and OAA, Figure 13 highlights the scheduling
actions for Xapian from the time period 176~200s, during
which Memcached comes. [10] uses 4 actions to have an
acceptable solution (not the best solution), but OSML’s ModelC merely uses 2 actions to achieve OAA – the best solution.
[46] performs worst; it is always at the bottom of the RCliff.
Note that OSML provides the best QoS supports; it quickly
jumps to OAA by using ML models.
From the time point 224, we increase the load for Xapian,
and find its latency increases for [10,46]. OSML meets Xapian’s
demands quickly. Moreover, as OSML saves resources, it can
serve more workloads. For example, as shown in Figure 14,
the Login comes at 153; OSML allocates the saved cores to it
without sharing or depriving other microservices of resources.
At 228, OSML handles Mysql (unseen case) well by scheduling saved cores to it; CLITE, however, deprives Memcached
of cores to satisfy Mysql. Thus, Memcached is with a better
performance using OSML.
6.4 Evaluations for ML Models
We summarize the average performance for ML models in
Table 5. ML models’ prediction errors are low. Even for the
unseen cases, at most 4 cores are wrongly allocated, which can
be corrected by Model-C within two actions. For overheads,
enabling ML models takes below 0.2s for each time. As our
models are light weighted, running them on CPU and GPU are
with similar overhead. If models are on GPU, it takes 0.23s for
receiving results from GPU. Generally, the overhead doesn’t
hinder the overall performance.
In cloud, microservice’s behaviors could change every second due to the diversity of user demands. Thus, OSML can
play an essential role during the entire run time. If GPU is
used, OSML will not monopolize it. It can be used for other
purposes in idle time. If many servers need scheduling, their
data can be gathered via the network; OSML enables GPU to
process them. We will show results on this in our future work.

7 Related Work and Our Novelty

ML for System Optimizations. The work in [55] employs
DNN to optimize the buffer size for the database systems. [34]
uses deep reinforcement learning for resource management in
a networking environment. The efforts in [22,56] leverage ML
to optimize computer architecture, making CPU or memory
controller adaptive to workloads. [9,39] use ML to manage
on-chip hardware resources. CALOREE [41] can learn key
control parameters to meet latency requirements with minimal
energy in complex environments. The studies in [26,31,58,59]
optimize the OS components with learned rules or propose
insights on designing new learned OS. In OSML, we design 3
light-weight ML models and train them using microservices’
real performance traces collected for over 11 months, making
OSML provide better scheduling solutions to meet QoS targets
much faster than the state-of-the-art work stably.
ML for Scheduling. Decima [35] designs a cluster-level data
processing job scheduling, i.e., TPC-C/Spark, using RL. Resource Central [12] builds a system – RC – that contains the

Table 5. ML Models’ performance.
ML
A
A’

B
B’
C

Outputs
RCliff
OAA
RCliff
OAA
B-Points
B-Points,Core
dominated
B-Points,Cache
dominated
QoS reduction
Scheduling actions

Error

Errors for
unseen
microservices
Core LLC

MSE Overheads

Core

LLC

0.589
0.580
1.072
1.072
0.612

0.288
0.3595
0.815
0.814
0.053

2.216
1.954
3.403
3.404
4.012

1.076
0.0025
1.582
1.835
0.0135
1.835
0.167

0.314 0.048

3.434

0.937

0.0012

0.18s

0.093 0.462

0.789

0.783

7.87%
0.908 0.782

8.33%
0.0035
0.844 0.841 0.7051

0.19s
0.20s

0.20s
0.20s

historical resource utilization information of the workloads
used in Azure. When a new VM starts, the scheduler contacts
RC and employs ML to predict resources management. The
work in [40] leverages RL to predict which subsets of operations in a TensorFlow graph should run on which of the available devices. Paragon [14] and Quasar [15] use collaborative
filtering techniques to classify workloads for heterogeneity and
interference in shared resources. [48] applies ML to predict
the end-to-end tail latency of microservice workflows. CLITE
[46] leverages Bayesian optimization for scheduling; its online
sampling overheads on scheduling space exploration, however,
prevent it from efficiently providing an optimal scheduling
result. In contrast, for today’s microservices, none of them
like OSML uses ML to predict the fine-grain allocations for
the complicated multiple interactive on-node resources (cores,
cache ways, and memory bandwidth) simultaneously to meet
the QoS in a timely fashion.
Resource Partitioning. PARTIES [10] partitions cache, main
memory, I/O, network, disk bandwidth, etc. to provide QoS
for co-located services. [17,28,57] design some LLC partitioning mechanisms. [23,27,44,45] show that cooperatively
partition LLC, memory banks, and channels outperform that
merely partition one level memory resource. However, the
cooperative partitioning policies need to be carefully designed
[29,30,37], and [16,32] show the heuristic resource scheduling
approach could be ineffective in many QoS-constrained cases.
Moreover, [7,11] only study the “cache cliff” phenomenon for
SPECCPU 2006 applications and Memcached. In contrast,
OSML is the first work that profoundly explores cache cliff and
core cliff simultaneously that significantly affects the resource
scheduling for many popular microservices. And, OSML is the
first work using ML to guide the multiple resources partitioning, which is a cost-effective way in new cloud environments.

8 Conclusion

We have presented OSML, an online resource scheduler for
microservices. OSML leverages ML in its key components
to preserve QoS for the co-scheduled services. We evaluate
OSML against the state-of-the-art work and show that it performs better. More importantly, we advocate the new solution,
i.e., leveraging ML to enhance resource scheduling, could
have an immense potential for OS design. In a world where
co-location and sharing are a fundamental reality, our solution
should grow in importance. We hope our efforts could benefit
researchers in our community.
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